DEM
Direct Email Marketing
Email communications targeted to members
of the Image Line community
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Your message
to our community
DEM means Direct Email Marketing. It’s a very useful way to manage high-impact company
communications.
Your message will be sent to our community (everyone or a selection), in compliance with privacy
law - Reg. UE 2016/679 (GDPR).
Every customer can use Image Line’s standard template or request a customization.
You can share with us your objectives and your strategy, evaluate the contents of the message you’ll
like to send to our users who have allowed us to send DEMs, discuss results.

DEM: the best solution to show your products and services in a short
time.
The DEM will be sent to the profiled users of our community constantly
supporting you in choosing the most appropriate targets.
Image Line supply customers with the complete consulting service for
the optimization of the message, the graphic creation of the DEM,
accompanied by links, images and references to be contacted.
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“L’AGRICOLTURA PER ME”

Profiles: always up-to-date
Each member of our community can directly update the data relating to their profile, to obtain
personalized information and services.
We check the mailing list every day, eliminating the addresses they can no longer be at delivered
communications (mailboxes deleted or full, inactive users, etc).
Thanks to a constantly monitored contact database, we achieve DEM delivery rates that are
consistently over 99%, while maintaining an excellent reputation and service reliability.

The quality of the contacts is essential
for effective Direct Email Marketing action
and to allow readers to receive the information
interesting for their business.
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Targets
The people registered in the Image Line community are farmers, technicians, contractors and
others operators in the agricultural and agri-food sector, without forgetting the growing sector of
hobbyists, schools and universities, producer organizations.
A Direct Email Marketing (DEM) campaign is a very flexible communication model that allows you
to reach the targets of your interest.

DEM Target

DEM Promozionale

It is a Direct Email Marketing campaign,
intended for a specific target of people
subscribed to the Image Line community,
selecting 4 criteria:

It is a Direct Email Marketing campaign
intended for all members of the Image Line
community who have chosen to receive
communications from companies in the sector.

activity | crops | interes | geolocalizaion
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Profiling
You can choose the target to which you wish to send your message, selecting various criteria.
To get more info, take a look to “Community” technical sheet
(pdf; check out www.imagelinenetwork.com - Download section or ask for it to advertising@imageline.it)

AREA

ACTIVITY

CROPS /
INTEREST
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Some advantages
of Direct Email Marketing

1

CUSTOMIZED

2

MEASURABLE

3

IN THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE RIGHT TIME

4

INCREASES THE ACQUISITION OF NEW CUSTOMERS
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MULTICHANNEL

Customize your campaigns and create specific content. Thanks to a profiled Community, you will make
sure that your message is always relevant to the selected target.

Open rate, click-through are KPIs that allow you to collect important information to feed marketing
strategies on multiple levels. Consult the personalized results that arrive on your inbox and compare the
messages, discover the most interesting topics for your audience and the most popular communication
methods.

It is much easier to reach people because they always (or very often) check their email. It’s easy to use,
they can check it anytime and across multiple devices, which can definitely improve the success of any
marketing campaign.

Email marketing can be used to nurture leads and improve conversions. It also allows you to rank the
type of audience your content is receiving. Their insights, their interests, the way they interact with your
content, how they respond to your invitations. This effectively allows you to grow your brand, saving time
and money.

It supports and strengthens digital multichannel strategies. In fact, email marketing allows you to
integrate focused communications, at the same time promoting the same on multiple channels such as
social media, videos, landing pages, banners and strengthening “visibility peaks”.
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DEM...

...examples
SEEDS

FARM EQUIPMENT

AGROCHEMICALS

FERTILIZERS

Reports
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2

Based on our experience, the average life cycle of a DEM is about one week, although the report
will continue to update for the three months following its submission.

3
4

1

You can analyze the results of your DEM thanks to the report you will receive after each shipment:
the data will automatically update every hour.

1

Delivery

2

Opens

(Open rate)

3

Clicks

Unique and total
(Click rate)
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4

CTOR

(Click Through to Open Rate)

5

Analysis
of every link

(unique and total)

Responsive design
Responsive design is an important element accessibility,

which also takes into account numerous other factors,
focused not only on the devices but also
on the characteristics of the user (such as: capacity
cognitive, sight, physical difficulties, and so on).
(taken from Wikipedia.it)

The DEM created by Image Line are able to graphically adapt automatically to devices with which
they are displayed (computers with different resolutions, tablets, smartphones, mobile phones), minimizing the need for the user to resize and scroll contents.
It is also our responsibility to verify the display of our customers’ DEMs on the various devices in
order to optimize the message accordingly.
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The activity with Image Line
allows you to:

Consolidate and strengthen

constant presence in the digital environment

Communicate

with selected users of our community to describe products,
news and excellence through target or promotional DEMs

Optimize investments

with excellent results in terms of cost per visibility
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DEM
WANT MORE INFORMATION?
VISIT THE WEBSITE:
www.imagelinenetwork.com

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:
dem@imageline.it

FOR PERSONALIZED
ADVICE:
advertising@imageline.it

CALL US:
0546 680688
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